LOGISTICS

Unique Transportation Solutions
TransPak’s expertise in domestic and international transportation,
customs brokerage, and worldwide logistics management grants
you the confidence that your products will arrive on-time and
damage-free.

Full Supply Chain Visibility
& Online Shipping Tools
TransPak lets you track your shipments real-time so you and your
customers always know what to expect where. You can use our
online shipping tools for book and tracking shipments or
communicate via XML or EDI. And since TransPak understands

At TransPak, we constantly work to deliver
the most innovative, seamless management
and support of your supply chain. Our
technology applications and integration tools
are always ready to meet your needs and
expectations as they continue to evolve.
TransPak helps you harness the power of
your suppy chain so that your customers can
count on you.

that measuring is a critical part of continuous improvement, you
can create customized reports and performance charts.

TSA Screening with X-Ray Technology

on-time. TransPak can help you decrease labor costs by
minimizing the need for sort & verification. We’ll also help you

Legislation mandates 100% screening of all air cargo on

make sure your customers receive the right order and quantities,

passenger air craft by August 2010. One of the few TSA certified

every time. With strategic locations world-wide, you can be sure

screening facilities, TransPak combats the challenge of

that TransPak will always be there to help you.

government regulations with x-ray technology. With multiple
physical, x-ray technology ETD systems, we know how to meet

Simplify & Optimize Your
Logistics Management

TSA requirements. Your shipment gets to the airport pre-screened

When it comes to packaging, crating and logistics, TransPak has it

and your shipments avoid the airport screening queue. No delays

covered for you. We understand the challenges of managing a

or extra hassles. While other shipments wait to be checked, yours

supply chain and what it takes to meet customer needs while at

will just move right through.

the same time maximizing efficiency and minimizing costs. Our

scanning machines and experts in TSA Air Cargo Screening for

experts become a part of your team, investing just as much

Automated Warehouse Management
& Fulfillment Systems

energy into your success as you do. Working on-site from within
your organization, we’re able to react quickly and efficiently, which

When it comes to fulfillment and warehouse management,

eliminates costly downtime. At TransPak, we’re always here to

TransPak has what it takes to pick, pack and ship multiple

help you make sure your supply chain smooth and seamless.

customers’ orders and keep everything moving out the door

To learn more about how TransPak can meet
your logistics and supply chain needs,
please call 877.883.2525 or visit www.transpak.com.
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